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Abstra t. In this paper we present a framework for onstru ting hyperintensional semanti s for natural language. On this approa h, the axiom
of extensionality is dis arded from the axiom base of a logi . Weaker onditions are spe i ed for the onne tion between equivalen e and identity
whi h prevent the redu tion of the former relation to the latter. In addition, by axiomatising an intensional number theory we an provide an
internal a ount of proportional ardinality quanti ers, like most. We use
a (pre-)latti e de ned in terms of a (pre-)order that models the entailment relation. Possible worlds/situations/indi es are then prime lters
of propositions in the (pre-)latti e. Truth in a world/situation is then
redu ible to membership of a prime lter. We show how this approa h
an be implemented within (i) an intensional higher-order type theory,
and (ii) rst-order property theory.
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Introdu tion

It has frequently been noted that the hara terization of intensions as fun tions from possible worlds to extensions, as in [21℄, yields a semanti s whi h is
not suÆ iently ne grained. Spe i ally, logi ally equivalent expressions are ointensional and so intersubstitutable in all ontexts, in luding the omplements
of propositional attitude predi ates. This view of intensions de nes them extensionally in set theoreti terms, and it has been dominant in formal semanti s at
least sin e Carnap [5℄.
An alternative view, whi h (following Lappin and Pollard [17℄) we refer to
as hyperintensionalism, posits propositions as independent intensional entities,
?
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and takes truth to be a relation between a proposition and a non-intensional
entity. In the past twenty years a variety of hyperintensionalist theories have been
proposed, in luding Thomason [28℄, situation semanti s [3, 2, 25℄, Landman [16℄,
property theory [6, 29, 32℄, [22℄, and Lappin and Pollard [17℄. With the ex eption
of Turner [32℄ these theories have fo used on developing a model theory in whi h
logi al equivalen e does not entail synonymy.
We depart from this tradition by taking an axiomati approa h to hyperintensionalism and assigning model theory a se ondary role in our a ount. We
de ne a lass of models that provide a minimal model theory in whi h our logi s
are sound and whi h support ounter-examples to the axiom of extensionality.
In se tion 2 we spe ify an intensional higher-order type theory in whi h
the axioms of extensionality are repla ed by weaker onditions on the relation
between identity and equivalen e. We introdu e an equivalen e (weak identity)
predi ate that an hold between any two expressions of the same type and use
it to onstru t an intensional number theory. This theory permits us to add
meaning postulates that hara terize ertain proportional ardinality quanti ers,
like most, whi h have, until now, avoided an axiomati treatment.
In se tion 3 we show how our axiomati version of hyperintensionalism an
be implemented in a rst-order property theory where properties and other intensional entities are elements of a single multi-sorted domain. It is possible to
mimi the higher-order type system of se tion 2 in this theory by de ning appropriate sorting predi ates for the domain. It is also possible to hara terize S5
modalities in a straightforward way within this theory.
Se tion 4 gives an algebrai redu tion of possible worlds (situations, indi es)
to prime lters in a (pre-)latti e of propositions.1 This framework permits us to
redu e truth in a hyperintensional semanti s to membership in a prime lter of
propositions in the (pre-)latti e. An appropriate (pre-)latti e an be onstru ted
for the intensional higher-order type theory of se tion 2 and a full latti e for the
rst-order property theory of se tion 3.
Finally in se tion 5 we ompare our a ount to other views of hyperintensionalism that have been proposed in the re ent literature.
2

An Intensional Higher-Order Type Theory

2.1 The Proof Theory
We de ne the set of types in our intensional higher-order type theory IHTT as
follows.
Basi Types

1. e (individuals)
2.  (propositions)
1

This idea is due to Carl Pollard, and it is presented in [17℄

Exponential Types

If A; B are types, then AB is a type.
This is the type system of Chur h [7℄, whi h is equivalent to Ty2 of Gallin
[13℄ without s (possible worlds) as a basi type. For ea h type A there is (i) a
denumerable set of non-logi al onstants of type A and (ii) a denumerable set
of variables of type A. We de ne the set EA of expressions of type A as follows.
Every variable of type A is in EA .
Every onstant of type A is in EA .
If 2 EA and u is a variable in EB , then u 2 EAB .
If 2 EB A and 2 EA , then ( ) 2 EB .
If ; 2 EA , then = 2 E .
if ; 2 EA , then 
= 2 E .
> and ? 2 E .
If ; 2 E , then so are
(a) :
(b)  _
( ) ^
(d)  !
(e)  $
9. If  2 E and u is a variable in EA , then 8u and 9u 2 E .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

We adopt the following axioms, based, in part, on the higher-order intuitionisti type theory presented by Lambek and S ott [15, Part II, Chapter 1℄.2
(IHTT1)
(IHTT2)
(IHTT3)
(IHTT4)
(IHTT5)
(IHTT6)
(IHTT7)
(IHTT8)
(IHTT9)
(IHTT10)
(IHTT11)
(IHTT12)
2

3

p`>
?`p
` :p $ p ! ?
r ` p ^ q i r ` p and r ` q
p _ q ` r i p ` r or q ` r
p`q !r i p^q ` r
p ` 8x2B 2 B i p ` 
(a) ` 9x2B (x) (where  2  B , and a is a onstant in B)
` u(v) 
= u=v (where u is a variable in A, v 2 A,  2 B A , and v
is not bound when substituted for u in )

` 8s; t2 (s 
= t $ (s $ t))
` 8; 2BA (8u2A ((u) 
= (u)) !  
=
` 8u; v2A 82BA (u = v ! (u) 
= (v ))

)3

we are grateful to Carl Pollard for proposing the strategy of onstru ting an intensional higher order type system by starting with the Lambek-S ott system and
dis arding the axiom of extensionality, and for helpful suggestions on how to spe ify
the relation between = and 
=.
As Carl Pollard points out to us, axiom (11) together with axiom (10) entail that 
= is
extensional, and hen e is an equivalen e relation for propositions and predi ates. We
assume the axioms whi h spe ify that = (logi al identity) is an equivalen e relation.

(IHTT13)

` 8t2 (t _ :t)

Axioms (IHTT1){(IHTT12) yield a higher-order intuitionisti logi . We an obtain a lassi al Boolean system by adding axiom (IHTT13).
The relation 
= orresponds to extensional equivalen e of entities of the same
type.4 It follows from axiom (IHTT12) that logi al identity implies equivalen e.
However, as the onverse (the axiom of extensionality) does not hold, any two
entities of the same type an be equivalent but not identi al. Therefore, two
expressions an be logi ally equivalent but not o-intensional. Spe i ally, it
is possible for two propositions to be provably equivalent but distin t. Axiom
(IHTT9) insures that two sides of a lambda onversion are logi ally equivalent,
but it does not entail identi al.

2.2 A Class of Possible Models
A model for IHTT is an ordered quintuple hD; S; L; I; F i, where D is a family
of non-empty sets su h that ea h DA is the set of possible denotations for expressions of type A, S and L are non-empty sets and L  S . I is a fun tion
from the expressions of IHTT to S su h that if is a non-logi al onstant, then
I ( ) 2 L; otherwise, I ( ) 2 S L. F is a fun tion from L to members of D. If
is a non-logi al onstant in A, then F (I ( )) 2 DA . D = ft; f g. I assigns intensions to the expressions of IHTT, and F assigns denotations to the non-logi al
onstants. A valuation g is a fun tion from the variables of IHTT to members
of D su h that for ea h variable v2A g (v ) 2 DA .
1. If 2A is a non-logi al onstant, then k kM;g = F (I ( )).
2. If 2A is a variable, then k kM;g = g ( ).
3. k 2B A ( 2A )kM;g = k kM;g (k kM;g ).
4. If is in A and u is a variable in B , then ku kM;g is a fun tion h 2 (DB )D
A
su h that for any a 2 DA ; h(a) = k kM;g(u=a) .
5. k:2 kM;g = t i kkM;g = f .
6. k2 ^ 2 kM;g = t i kkM;g = k kM;g = t.
7. k2 _ 2 kM;g = t i kkM;g = t or k kM;g = t.
8. k2 ! 2 kM;g = t i kkM;g = f or k kM;g = t.
9. k2 $ 2 kM;g = t i kkM;g = k kM;g .
10. k 2A 
= 2A kM;g = t i k kM;g = k kM;g .
11. k 2A = 2A kM;g = t i I ( ) = I ( ).
12. k8u2A 2 kM;g = t i for all a 2 DA kkM;g(u=a) = t.
13. k9u2A 2 kM;g = t i for some a 2 DA kkM;g(u=a) = t:
14. 2 is true in M (false in M ) i kkM;G = t(f ) for all g .
15. 2 is logi ally true (false) i  is true (false) in every M .
16. 2 j= 2 i for every M su h that  is true in M , is true in M .
4

Within the framework of program spe i ation theory, Maibaum [19℄ dis usses the
use of a weak non-logi al equality predi ate to express the equivalen e/ ongruen e
of possibly distin t expressions within a theory.

The axioms (IHTT1){(IHTT14) hold in models whi h satisfy these onditions.
Noti e that while 
= is true (relative to M; g ) i the denotations of and
are the same, = is true i I assigns and the same value. For a
model M I ( ) = I ( ) implies that k kM;g = k kM;g , for all g , but the onverse
impli ation does not hold. Therefore, it is possible for k 
= kM;g to be true for
all M; g , but for there to be at least one M and one g su h that k = kM;g is
false. This would be the ase, for example, if and were logi ally equivalent
but distin t senten es in IHTT, and in at least one M; I is a fun tion from the
expressions of IHTT to their Godel numbers.

2.3 Hyperintensional Number Theory and Proportional Cardinality
Quanti ers
We add a new basi type N to our type system.5 By substituting 
= for = in
the Peano axioms, we an onstru t a hyperintensional number theory within
IHTT.
(IHTT14)
(IHTT15)
(IHTT16)

` :9u2N (su (u) 
= 0)
` 8u; v2N (su (u) 
= su
` 8 2 N ( (0) ^ 8u2N ((

(v ) $ u 
= v)
(u) ! (su (u))) ! 8v2N (v ))

The basi arithmeti al operations are de ned in the usual way, but with 
=
substituted for =. In this theory it is possible for distin t representations of a
number to be equivalent but not identi al. Therefore. 7 + 2 
= 9, but it not
ne essarily the ase that 7 + 2 = 9.
We an spe ify the relation < by means of the following axiom.
(IHTT17)

` 8u; v2N (u < v $ 9w2N (:(w 
= 0) ^ u + w 
= v ))

Let P be a property term in  A . We hara terize the ardinality of P , jP j,
by the following axioms.
(IHTT18)
(IHTT19)
(IHTT20)

` :9u2A P (u) ! jP j 
=0
u
` P (u) ! (:P (u) ^ 8v2 A((:(u 
= v ) ^ P (v )) ! P u (v )))
u

` P (u) ! jP j = jP j + su (0)

Take most to be a generalized quanti er of type  (
interpretation of most by the following axiom.
(IHTT21)
5

A )( A )

. We give the

` 8P; Q2 A (most(P )(Q)) $ ju[P (u) ^ Q(u)℄j > ju[P (u) ^ :Q(u)j

We are grateful to Tom Maibaum for suggesting this approa h to the internal representation of generalized quanti ers involving ardinality relations

3

A Property-theoreti

Approa h

The version of Property Theory presented here is Turner's weak rst-order axiomatisation of A zel's Frege Stru tures [30, 31, 32, 1℄. Rather than avoiding the
logi al paradoxes of self-appli ation through strong typing, here self-appli ation
is permitted, but the theory is deliberately too weak to allow the axioms of truth
to apply to pathologi al ases of self appli ation. Natural language types an be
reintrodu ed as rst-order sorts [30, 31, 32℄.
The methodology of adopting weak axioms to avoid ategory mistakes an
be extended to ases of infeli itous referen es that arise with both non-denoting
de nites and anaphora [9, 11, 10, 12, 8℄.
Here we sket h two extensions to the theory. In the rst, we introdu e possible
worlds to allow for a treatment of doxasti modality. This helps to highlight the
distin tion between intensionality and modality. In the se ond extension, we
indi ate how the theory an be strengthened to give a theory internal analysis of
proportional ardinality quanti ers, similar to the one given in se tion 2.3 but
without leaving an essentially rst-order regime.

3.1 Basi Property Theory
A highly intensional theory of propositions and truth will allow distin t propositions to be (ne essarily) true together. One su h theory is Turner's axiomatisation of a Frege Stru ture [31, 1℄; one of a family of theories known as Property
Theory. It is a rst-order theory with weak typing and onsists of a language
of terms, in whi h intensional propositions, properties and relations are represented, and a language of well formed formul, in whi h the (extensional) truth
onditions of propositions an be expressed. To avoid a logi al paradox, only
some terms orrespond to propositions, and hen e have truth onditions.
In this version of rst-order Property Theory, the language of terms is that
of the untyped - al ulus. This gives us a ready-made notion of predi ation|
that of fun tion appli ation6 |as well as providing the expressivity required for
a ompositional theory of natural language semanti s.
(PT1) t ::= j x j x(t) j t(t) j l (The language of the untyped - al ulus|
individual onstants, variables, abstra tions, and appli ations of terms|
together with logi al onstants.)
^j:
(PT2) l ::= ^ j _
^j!
^ j 8^ j 9^ j =
^ (The logi al onstants, orresponding with
onjun tion, disjun tion, negation, universal quanti ation, existential
quanti ation and equality.)
The language of terms is governed by the usual axioms for the untyped al ulus, namely those for and redu tion. These de ne the equality of terms.
(1) x(t) = y (t[y=x℄) if y not free in t. ( -redu tion.)
6

Note that there are ases where it is arguably inappropriate to equate predi ation
with fun tion appli ation [4℄.

(2) (x(t))t0 = t[t0 =x℄ ( -redu tion.)
The truth onditions of those terms orresponding to propositions an be
obtained in the rst-order language of well formed formul (w ).
(PT3) ' ::= t = t j Prop(t) j True(t) j ' ^ ' j ' _ ' j ' ! ' j :' j 8x(') j
9x(') ( The language of w onsists of statements of equality between
terms, assertions that a term is a proposition, and that a term is a true
proposition, together with the usual logi al onne tives.)
The predi ate Prop is used to restri t the axioms of True to terms of the
appropriate ategory. In parti ular, we annot onsider the truth onditions of
terms that orrespond with paradoxi al statements.
The predi ate Prop is governed by the following axioms.
^ t)
(P1) (Prop(s) ^ Prop(t)) ! Prop(s^
^ t)
(P2) (Prop(s) ^ Prop(t)) ! Prop(s_
(P3) Prop(t) ! Prop(^:t)
(P4) (Prop(s) ^ (True(s) ! Prop(t))) ! Prop(s!
^ t)
(P5) 8x(Prop(t)) ! Prop(8^x(t))
(P6) 8x(Prop(t)) ! Prop(9^x(t))
(P7) Prop(s=
^ t)
It only remains to have axioms for a theory of truth. In a theory without
possible worlds, the following is suÆ ient.
(T1)
(T2)
(T3)
(T4)
(T5)
(T6)
(T7)
(T8)

^ t) $ (True(s) ^ True(t)))
(Prop(s) ^ Prop(t)) ! (True(s^
^ t) $ (True(s) _ True(t)))
(Prop(s) ^ Prop(t)) ! (True(s_
Prop(t) ! (True(^:t) $ :True(t))
(Prop(s) ^ (True(s) ! Prop(t))) ! (True(s!
^ t) $ (True(s) ! True(t)))
^
8x(Prop(t)) ! (True(8x(t)) $ 8x(True(t)))
8x(Prop(t)) ! (True(9^x(t)) $ 9x(True(t)))
True(s=^ t) $ (s = t)
True(p) ! Prop(p)

We an de ne a notion of property, Pty.
(PT4)

Pty(t) =def 8x(Prop(t(x))) (Properties are those terms that form a proposition with any term.)

Fun tional types an be de ned in the language of w .

(PT5) (Q =) R)(t) =def 8x(Q(x) ! R(tx))

A type of the form ha; bi in Montague's IL would be written as (a =) b).
However, unlike in IL, a term an belong to more than one type.
If we are interested in hara terising possible worlds in this intensional theory
of propositions, one way of pro eeding is to formulate a notion of truth with
respe t to an information state orresponding to a possible world. We shall
try and see how mu h of the theory an be internally de ned, where internal
de nability (of predi ates) is hara terised as follows:

(PT6) A predi ate P is internally de nable i there exists a property p, in the
language of terms, su h that 8x(P (x) $ True(px)) [31, 1℄.
Not all predi ates are internally de nable. In parti ular, we annot introdu e
properties orresponding to Prop; True without obtaining a paradox [31, 1℄. We
shall see how mu h this restri ts our ability to internally de ne a theory of
possible worlds in a Frege Stru ture. In e e t, if all the relevant notions were
internally de nable, then possible worlds would be a onservative extension of
a Frege Stru ture. In other words, a Frege Stru ture would then already give us
what we want, and the theory of possible worlds would be mere synta ti sugar.
In order to provide a familiar notation, a Fregean notion of set and set membership an be de ned:
(PT7) fx j tg =def x(t) (A Fregean set is sugar for a -abstra t.)
(PT8) (t 2 s) =def True(s(t)) (Set membership is sugar for asserting that a
property holds of a term.)
As we an see, the language of w is stri tly rst-order. Using the untyped
- al ulus for the language of terms means that there might be some omplexity
in determining the equality of terms, but this is really no di erent from any
other rst-order theory: the standard way of lassifying the formal power of a
logi makes no laim about the omplexity of determining the truth of atomi
propositions.
There are many other approa hes to intensionality that in orporate, or at
least mimi two notions of equality. One that has been used in the ontext of
linguisti s is a semanti s based on Martin-Lof's Type Theory (MLTT) [20, 27,
23, 24℄. This is essentially onstru tive in nature, unlike the lassi al Property
Theory presented here. One weakness of pure MLTT in relation to the semanti s
of natural language is that intensionality ollapses in the ase of false propositions. Its strength lies in the analysis of the dynami s of language. Be ause
MLTT an be embedded in a Frege Stru ture [26℄, this approa h to dynami s
an be exploited and adapted in various ways within Property Theory [10, 8℄.

3.2 Property-theoreti Number Theory, and Proportional
Cardinality Quanti ers
As the language of terms of PT is the - al ulus, the most straightforward
way of in orporating numbers into the theory might appear to be to adopt
the appropriate the standard untyped - al ulus de nitions for su ; pred ; zero .
There are problems in doing so: the notion of identity in the theory is that of
the - al ulus; terms that are -equivalent are indistinguishable, yet we do not
ne essarily wish to for e terms to be identi al if they happen to have the same
arithmeti evaluation.7
7

These are similar to the arguments against using the -internal de nitions for truth,
false and the logi al onne tives for the interpretation of the intensional onne tives
of PT.

Instead, to the language of terms we add su ; pred ; add ; mult ; 0 (for the
su essor, prede essor, addition and multipli ation of terms representing natural
numbers, and zero, respe tively). And to the language of w , we add Zero, for
testing if a term is 0, = for equality of numeri terms, and Num, a new ategory
orresponding with the natural numbers. So now our language of terms is as
follows:

t ::= x j

j tt j x:t j ^ j _^ j !^ j :^ j 8^ j 9^ j =^ j su j pred j add j mult j 0

And the language of w is:

' ::= t = t j ' ^ ' j ' _ ' j ' ! ' j :' j 8x' j 9x' j Zero j= j Num

Num has the following losure axioms (axiom s hema):
(NPT 1) Num(0) ^ 8y (Num(y ) ! Num(su (y )))
(NPT 2) ([0℄ ^ 8y (Num(y ) ^ [y ℄ ! [su (y )℄)) ! 8x(Num(x) ! [x℄)
These give the basi losure axiom on 0 and its su essors, together with the
weak indu tion axiom s heme. Now we introdu e axioms orresponding to the
usual basi formulation of Peano arithmeti :
(NPT 3)
(NPT 4)
(NPT 5)
(NPT 6)
(NPT 7)

:9x(Num(x) ^ su (x) = 0)
Num(x) ^ Num(y) ! (su (x) = su
Zero(0)
Num(x) ! :Zero(su (x))
Num(x) ! pred (su (x)) = x

(y ) $ x = y )

Here, we not introdu e an expli it term for ?, and instead have axioms that are
deliberately too weak to derive anything in ases where ? would otherwise arise.
The operations of addition, multipli ation and equality an also be axiomatised:
(NPT 8)
(NPT 9)
(NPT 10)
(NPT 11)
(NPT 12)
(NPT 13)

Num(x) ! add (x)(0) = x
Num(x) ^ Num(y) ! add (x)(su (y)) = su (add (x)(y))
Num(x) ! mult (x)(0) = x
Num(x) ^ Num(y) ! mult (x)(su (y)) = add (mult (x)(y))(x)
Num(y) ! (0 = y $ Zero(y))
Num(x) ! (x = 0 $ Zero(x))

We an de ne the notion of <:
(NPT 14) x < y =def

Num(x) ^ Num(y) ^9z(Num(z) ^:Zero(z) ^ add (x)(z) = y)

Equivalently, we an axiomatise it as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Num(y) ! 0 < y
Num(x) ! x 6< 0
Num(x) ^ Num(y) ! (su (x) < su (y) $ x < y)

We an internalise the natural number type and its relations. To the language
of terms we add ; ; =^ orresponding with Num; Zero; = .
(NPT 15)
(NPT 16)
(NPT 17)
(NPT 18)
(NPT 19)
(NPT 20)

Prop(t)
True(t) $ Num(t)
Num(t) ! Prop( (t))
Num(t) ^ Num(s) ! Prop(t=^ s)
Num(t) ! (True( (t)) $ Zero(t))
Num(t) ^ Num(s) ! (True(t=^ s) $ t = s)

^ an be de ned by:
The term <
^ =def x^y ^9^z (z ^:
(NPT 21) x<y
^  (z )^add (x)(z )=^ y )

\Most" in PTn The treatment of ardinality and most in PT is parallel to the
a ounts given in IHTT. Cardinality of properties an be given by:

(NPT 23)
(NPT 24)

Pty(p) ^ :9xTrue(px) ! jpj = 0
Pty(p) ^ True(px) ! jpj = add (jp fxgj)(su (0))

where j  j is a new term, and ; fg are de ned in the usual Property-theoreti
manner.
Now we an axiomatise most by way of the following:

Pty(p) ^ Pty(q) ! Prop(most (p)(q))
Pty(p) ^ Pty(q) ! True(most (p)(q)) $ jfx : px^:^ qxgj < jfx : px^qxgj
However, give our internalisation of the natural numbers, \most" an be
made de nitional:
most (p)(q ) =def

jfx : px^:^ qxgj<^ jfx : px^qxgj

This theory is substantially theorem equivalent with the IHTT version of
intensional arithmeti .

3.3 Possible Worlds with Intentional Propositions
We an take information states to be sets of propositions.8 We will use the terms
; ; ; : : : to denote information states. We an de ne the family of information
states to be W. We will add W to the language of w . The terms ; ; ; : : : are
onstants whi h orrespond with prime lters over propositions.
We an now axiomatise a theory of truth with respe t to information states,
or prime lters over propositions. We will write W( ) when is an information
state orresponding to a possible world, and p 2 when the proposition p holds
in the information state .

wuv

8

wuv

w

w

w

w

In se tion 4 we formulate the redu tion of possible worlds to set of propositions algebrai ally, where the sets of propositions are prime lters on the latti e of propositions
generated by the logi of PT. For IHTT we require a pre-latti e with a pre-order
rather than a latti e.

w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

w

(W( ) ^ Prop(p)) ! Prop( (p)))
(W( ) ^ Prop(p) ^ Prop(q )) ! ((p^^ q ) 2 $ (p 2 ^ q 2 ))
W( ) ! ((p_^ q) 2 $ (p 2 _ q 2 ))
W( ) ! ((p!
^ q ) 2 $ (p 2 ! q 2 ))
(W( ) ^ Prop(p)) ! ((^:p) 2 $ :(p 2 ))
(W( ) ^ Prop(p) ^ (p 2 ! Prop(q ))) ! ((p!
^ q ) 2 $ (p 2 ! q 2
))
(PW7) (W( ) ^ 8x(Prop(p))) ! ((8^x(p)) 2 $ 8x(p 2 ))
(PW8) W( ) ! ((9^x(p)) 2 $ 9x(p 2 ))
The axiom (PW1) is on erned with the feli ity of propositions when is used
as a proposition. Essentially it en apsulates a typing onstraint that we are
only on erned with whether or not a proposition is in the prime lter . The
remaining axioms give the properties of a prime lter.
In e e t, ea h in W is a di erent theory. We have generalised the axioms
of truth in Property Theory so that we have a whole family of truth prediates where before there was just one. These axioms ensure that ea h state is
exhaustive (there is no proposition p su h that neither p nor :
^ p is in ).
To the language of terms we an add , a theory internal analogy of :
(PW9) Pty( )
(PW10) True( ( )) $ W( )
(PW1)
(PW2)
(PW3)
(PW4)
(PW5)
(PW6)
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Internalised Modal Operators We are now in a position to de ne modal
operators for ne essity and possibility. We would like to have the following truth
onditions follow from the de nition of  and :
Prop(p) ! (True(p) $ 8 (W( ) ! p 2 ))
Prop(p) ! (True(p) $ 9 (W( ) ^ p 2 ))

w w
w w

w
w

This an be a hieved by the following de nitions:
(PW11) p =def 8^ ( ( )!
^ (p))
(PW12) p =def 9^ ( ( )^ (p))
These de nitions naturally allow us to show that Prop(p) and Prop(p) and
that True(p) $ True(^::
^ p) when p is a proposition.
If we had adopted the weaker axioms for above|where ( ) is a proposition only when is of the appropriate ategory|then we would not be able
to prove Prop(p) and Prop(p). As with E (p), additional axioms would be required and ;  would no longer be de nitional. This is why we adopted the
stronger axiomatisation.
The following axiom gives us something akin to ne essitation (if ` A then
` A):
(PW13) Prop(p) ! (True(p) ! 8 (W( ) ! p 2 ))
Taken together, these axioms give us an S5 modality.
The theory an be modelled by extending a Frege Stru ture with a lass of
terms that orrespond with subsets of the lass of propositions and supersets of
the lass of true propositions.

wWw w
wWw w

W

w

w w

Ww

w

Comments The axioms and de nitions above lead to a semanti theory that

ombines the bene ts of ne-grained intensionality, weak typing and rst-order
power with a treatment of possible worlds. This allows a propositional attitudes
to be analysed with the intensionality provided by a Frege Stru ture, with the
appealing possible worlds' treatment of the S5 metaphysi al modalities. In this
theory, as in the ase of logi ally equivalent propositions in IHTT, propositions
are not equated if they hold in the same sets of possible worlds. In addition,
possible worlds are not equated if they ontain the same sets of propositions.
If we are just interested in the modalities themselves, there may be more
appropriate means of adding them to a theory with ne grained intensionality [31℄. There may also be philosophi al motivations for having modalities in
the language of well formed formul (unlike in this a ount, where they reside
ex lusively within the language of terms). This would allow us to express the
following:

Prop(p) ! (True(p) $ True(p))
and the full rule of ne essitation:
If

` A then ` A

Su h a move seems to be required if we are interested in anything other than S5
modality.
In this paper, we have only presented an expli it formalisation of modalities
in the ase of Property Theory, and not IHTT. In the latter ase, we ould
pro eed by taking IHTT to be our non-modal base logi , and then build on this
base logi s in whi h ea h logi an refer to the prime lters of the previous level.
We will explore this approa h in future work.
4

Possible Worlds as Prime Filters of Propositions

The propositions (members of the type  ) of the IHTT des ribed in 2 de ne a
bounded distributive prelatti e. The axioms (IHTT1){(IHTT13) yield a Heyting
prelatti e L = hA; ^; _; !; >; ?; i, while (IHTT1){(IHTT14) generate a Boolean
prelatti e L = hA; ^; _; :; >; ?; i, with A = the set of elements of  . The preorder  of ea h prelatti e models an entailment relation that does not satisfy
antisymmetry. Therefore, for any proposition p in the prelatti e, fs : p  s&s 
pg is an equivalen e lass whose elements are not ne essarily identi al.
We an de ne a pre-latti e for PT orresponding to that given for IHTT
in se tion 2.1, axioms (IHTT1){(IHTT13), modulo di eren e in the required
typing onstraints, where basi propositions are of the form True(p), and where
a
= b is equivalent to True(a) $ True(b) in the ase where a; b are propositions,
and 8x(True(ax) $ True(bx)) in the ase where a; b are properties.9 Alternatively, if we de ne 
= to be PT's -equality (=), and weaken axiom (11) from a
9

Note that if we take the notion of -equality to be basi , then
by a = a and a 6= a respe tively.

>; ?

an be de ned

bi onditional to a onditional10 then we an de ne a proof-theoreti latti e. A
similar move might be possible in IHTT if we take 
= to be the basi equivalen e
relation.
Following a suggestion from Carl Pollard (presented in [17℄) we de ne an
index as a prime lter of propositions in the (pre-)latti e generated by IHTT or
PT. A prime lter is losed under meet and the (pre-)order relation, ontains
p _ q only if it ontains p or q, in ludes >, and ex ludes ?. Therefore, an index
provides a onsistent theory losed under entailment. If a prime lter is maximal
(i.e. is an ultra lter), then it partitions the (pre-)latti e into the propositions that
it ontains and those in the ideal whi h is its dual. Su h an ultra lter orresponds
to a possible world. If the prime lter is non-maximal, then it orresponds to
a possible situation whi h is a proper part of a world. The indi es of Heyting
(pre-)latti es an be non-maximal situations of this kind, while those of Boolean
(pre-)latti es are worlds.
We take a proposition p to be true at an index i i p 2 i. A logi ally true
(false) proposition is an element of every (no) index de ned by the prelatti e.
Logi ally equivalent propositions are elements of all and only the same indi es
of the prelatti e. We an introdu e meaning postulates on non-logi al onstants
(like axiom (IHTT21) for most ) to restri t the set of indi es to a proper subset of
indi es that sustain the intended interpretations of these onstants. As we have
observed in both IHTT and PT, logi ally equivalent propositions need not be
identi al. Therefore, they are not intersubstitutable in all ontexts, spe i ally
in the omplements of verbs of propositional attitude.
By hara terizing indi es algebrai ally as prime lters of propositions in
(pre-)latti es we are able to dispense with possible worlds and situations as
basi elements of our semanti theory. We also hara terise truth of a proposition in a world or situation to membership of a prime lter. The fa t that we
distinguish between identity and equivalen e permits us to distinguish between
logi ally equivalent expressions in our semanti representation language.
5

Comparison with Other Hyperintensionalist
Approa hes

5.1 Intentional Logi
Thomason [28℄ proposes a higher-order Intentional Logi in whi h a type p of
propositions is added to e (individuals) and t (truth-values) in the set of basi
types. The lassi al truth fun tions, quanti ers, and identity relation are de ned
as fun tions from types  (in the ase of the truth-fun tions,  = t or ht; ti) into
t. A parallel set of intentional onne tives, quanti ers, and identity relation are
de ned as fun tions from types  to p. An extensional operator [ hp; ti denotes a
homomorphism from Dp to 2 (the bounded distributive latti e ontaining only
10

That is, if we adopt the axiom

True(t))).

` 8st(Prop(s) ^ Prop(t) !

(s = t

! True(s) $

1 and 0 (> and ?). The set of homomorphisms whi h an provide the interpretation of the extensional operator is onstrained by meaning postulates like the
following (where ^y is the extensional universal quanti er, \y is the intentional
universal quanti er, : is extensional negation,  is intentional negation, ^ is
extensional onjun tion, \ is intentional onjun tion, = is extensional identity,
and  is intentional identity).
(1) a.
b.
.
d.

^yp ([  y = :[ y)
^yp zp ([ (y [ z) =[ y ^[ z)
[ \ x  = ^x [ 
[(  ) = ( = )

(2) ^xe ([ groundhog 0he;pi (x) = wood hu k 0he;pi (x))
This last axiom (2) requires that for any individual a, the truth-value of
[ groundhog 0 (a) is identi al to that of [ wood hu k 0 (a). It does not require that
groundhog 0 (a) and wood hu k 0 (a) be identi al propositions, and so it is ompat-

ible with (3).

(3) ^xe :(groundhog 0 (x) = wood hu k 0 (x))
The main problem with Thomason's proposal is that he does not spe ify the
algebrai stru ture of the domain of propositions Dp or the entailment relation
whi h holds among its elements. The onne tion between intentional identity
and intentional bi-impli ation is not spe i ed, and so the interpretation of these
relations is ru ially underdetermined.11
Consider the theorem (4) (a proof is presented in [14, p.14℄), whi h has (5)
as a orollary.
(4) For any a; b in a distributive latti e L su h that a 6 b there is a homomorphism h : L ! 2 in whi h h(a) 6= h(b).
(5) For any a; b in a distributive latti e L, if every homomorphism h : L ! 2 is
su h that h(a) = h(b), then a = b.
If Dp is a bounded distributive latti e, then Thomason must allow the set of
homomorphisms from Dp to 2 that provide possible intepretations of the extensional operator [ hp; ti to ontain mappings from Dp to 2 whi h do not respe t the
meaning postulates that he imposes upon the operator. Su h homomorphisms
will spe ify impossible worlds whi h distinguish between non-identi al propositions that the meaning postulates require to be identi al in truth-value in the
subset of homomorphisms orresponding to the intended interpretations of the
elements of Dp .
Alternatively, Thomason ould hara terize Dp as a prelatti e whose preorder
is not anti-symmetri al. The fa t that he does not provide a proof theory for his
domain of propositions that spe i es an entailment relation leaves these entral
11

These problems were pointed out by Carl Pollard and dis ussed in [18℄.

issues unsettled. Therefore, it is not lear pre isely how Thomsason's Intentional
Logi permits us to distinguish between logi ally equivalent expressions.
By ontrast, in our framework the proof theory de nes a relation between
generalized equivalen e and identity in whi h the former does not redu e to the
latter. We do not require impossible worlds, as we model the entailment relation
of the logi in su h a way that logi ally equivalent propositions remain (possibly)
distin t.

5.2 Data Semanti s
Landman [16℄ uses a distributive De Morgan latti e L to to model a rst-order
language. He identi es fa ts as elementary (non-negated) elements of L. Propositions are onstru ted by applying the operations of L to fa ts. A ording to
Landman, if a and b are distin t fa ts in L, p = a _ :a and q = b _ :b, then
p 6= q bea use p and q are generated from di erent fa ts.
It is not lear how Landman an sustain this distin tion between logi ally
equivalent propositions. If L is a bounded distributive latti e, then all logi ally
true propositions redu e to >, and all logi ally false propositions are identi al
to ? by virtue of the antisymmetry of the partial order relation of the latti e.
In general, for any proposition p in a distributive latti e, all propositions that
are logi ally equivalent to p are identi al to p.

5.3 Infon Algebras
Barwise and Et hemendy [2℄ propose an infon algebra as the framework for developing the model theory of situation semanti s. An infon algebra I = hSit ; I; ); j=i
where Sit is a non-empty set of situations, I is a non-empty set of infons, hI; )i
is a bounded distributive latti e, and j= is a relation on Sit x I that satis es the
following onditions.
(6) a.
b.
.
d.

If s j=  and  )  , then s j=  .
:(s j= 0) and s j= 1.

If  is a nite set of infons, then s j= ^ i for ea h  2 ; s j=  .
If  is a nite set of infons, then s j= _ i for some  2 ; s j=  .

The onditions that 6 imposes on the j= relation require that the set of infons
whi h a situation supports is a prime lter.
Supports : I ! Pow (Sit ) is a homomorphism from the set of infons to the
power set of situations su h that for ea h  2 I; Supports ( ) = fs 2 Sit : s j=  g.
Consider the following generalization of Johnstone's theorem 4.
(7) Let L be a bounded distributive latti e. For any a; b in a distributive latti e
A, if every homomorphism h: A ! L is su h that h(a) = h(b), then a = b.
Proof : It follows from 4 that for any a; b in a distributive latti e A su h
that a 6 b there is a homomorphism g : A ! 2 in whi h g (a) = 1 and
g(b) = 0. 2 an be embedded in any bounded distributive latti e L by the

homomorphism f : 2 ! L whi h is su h that f (1) = 1 and f (0) = 0. Let
h: A ! L = f Æ g. Then for any a; b in a distributive latti e A su h that
a 6 b, there is homomorphism h : A ! L in whi h h(a) 6= h(b). The theorem
follows.
The power set of situations is a bounded distributive latti e. Therefore, if for
all homomorphisms h : I ! Pow (Sit ) that are permitted instan es of Supports
two infons ;  2 I are su h that h( ) = h( ), then  =  . But then in order to
distinguish between two infons  and  whi h are logi ally equivalent or equivalent by virtue of meaning postulates it is ne essary to posit homomorphisms
from I to Pow (Sit ) in whi h h( ) 6= h( ). These homomorphisms orrespond to
impossible situations (impossible partial worlds).

5.4 Situations as Partial Models
Muskens [22℄ uses a many-valued logi to de ned indi es as partial models rather
than omplete worlds. Indi es orrespond to situations, and they are partially
ordered by (distin t types of) ontainment relations. A partial model M is the
indexed union of a set of indi es, where ea h index in the set is an indexed partial
model Mi .
Let ;  be sets of propositions.  strongly follows from i in every intended model M (a model that satis es a given set of axioms), the partial interse tion of values of the elements of is in luded in the partial union of the
values of the elements of . For two propositions p; q , q weakly follows from p
i for every intended model M , in ea h Mi of M that satis es a spe i ed set of
meaning postulates, the value of p in Mi is (partially) in luded in the the value
of q at Mi .
Substitution of propositional arguments in predi ates denoting relations of
propositional attitude is restri ted to ases of strong mutual entailment. (8)a
and (8)b weakly entail ea h other.
(8) a. groundhog 0 ( )
b. wood hu k 0 ( )
They are equivalent only in the partial models that satisfy the meaning postulate
in 9).
(9) i[8x(groundhog 0 (x; i) = wood hu k 0 (x; i))℄
As (8)a and (8)b are weakly synonymous they are not intersubstitutable in
belief ontexts.
Muskens' distin tion between weak and strong entailment e e tively invokes
impossible (partial) worlds to distinguish between equivalent propositions.

6

Con lusion

We have presented an axiomati approa h to onstru ting a hyperintensional
semanti s for natural language. On this approa h we dis ard the axiom of extensionality and introdu e a generalized equivalen e (weak identity) relation that
does not redu e to stri t (logi al) identity. We an model the entailment relation
of our logi with a bounded distributive (pre-)latti e in whi h the (pre-)order
does not satisfy antisymmetry. We de ne indi es algebrai ally as prime lters of
propositions in the (pre-)latti e, and we redu e truth at an index to membership of su h a prime lter. By adding a hyperintensional number theory to our
logi we also provide an internal axiomati treatment of generalized quanti ers
like most that spe ify relations among the ardinalities of properties. We have
shown how it is possible to implement this approa h within both an intensional
higher-order type theory and many-sorted rst-order Property Theory. Unlike
alternative hyperintensionalist models that have been proposed, we an distinguish among equivalent propositions without resorting to impossible worlds to
sustain the distin tion.
In future work we will extend our axiomati framework to provide a logi of
propositional attitudes, spe i ally belief. We will also develop a re ned hara terization of modality that permits us to en ode modal logi s other than S5.
We intend to fully integrate the a ount of modality given here for PT into our
proposed algebrai redu tion of possible worlds/situations and to develop a parallel a ount for IHTT. We hope to implement these hyperintensional treatments
of propositional attitudes and modality within a theorem proving module for a
omputational semanti system.
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